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Marie Howland

Biographical Sketch

._~ ......

Marie Howland is Assistant Professor of Urban Studies at the University
of Maryland, College Park, Maryland. She also works as a consultant to the
Public Finance Division of the Urban Institute. She has a Ph.D. from the

.Department of Urban Studi~s and Planning at the Massachusetts Institut~ of
Technology, and her current research includes work on the effects of business
'cycles on city economies, local economic development, as· well as the plant
closing decision.
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•
Until recently, a common explanation for lagging growth in the Frostbe1t1

was that a large proportion of Northern establishments were not competitive in

•national and international markets. According to this line of reasoning high

wages, a unionized labor force, high energy costs, old capital equipment

located at inefficient sites, and high taxes were undermining the competitive
._.,~....

position of NO.rthern firms. These high operating costs, combined with shrink-

ing regional markets due to the North to South shift in employment and popula-

tion, we~e .assumed to' result in higher rates of plant closures in the Frost

belt than Sunbelt2 region (Bluestone and Harrison 1983; Storper and Walker

1984). High rates of plant relocations and failures were assumed to explain,

in part, the economic stagnation and 'slow growth of the frostbelt.

Recent evidence on the regional pattern of plant closings does not sup-

port this view and it is now accepted that plant closing rates are higher in·

the Sunbelt than the Frostbelt (Birch 1979; Bluestone and Ha,rrison 1982,

32). Using the D~n and Bradstreet Data, and a four region geographical break

down, Birch (1979) found plant closing rates to be higher in the South for

•

•

•

•

manufacturing, trade, and service activities. Our work with three 3-digit SIC 41

manufacturing industries indicates that this finding holds when the data is

disaggregated by industry and to finer geographical detail.

Thi.s paper explores the reason for surprisingly high closing rates among •

Sunbe1t establishments. This topic is of importance not only because it

sheds light on the .growth and decline of sp~cific regions, but because

•
1 Frostbelt is defined here as the West North Central, East North Central,
Mid-Atlantic and New England regions as defined by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census.

2 Sunbelt regi~n as used in this study includes th~ South Atlantic, West
South Central, East South Central, Mountain, and P~cific regions as defined by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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regional variations in plant closures can shed light on·the causes of disin

vestment at the national level.

Two hypotheses are tested. One explanation is that fast growth Sunbelt

regions have a high proportion of establ ishments and employment in establ ish-

ments that are new, and this type of establishment has a high probability of

fariure. A second hypothesis for high plant closure rates in the Sunbelt is
,

t~at the growth of nation~l ~nterprises combined with the maturatio~ of our

manufacturing technologies has resulted in a concentration of branch plant

employment in theSunbelt. It is hypothesized that branches have a higher

than average probability of closing, ex~l~ining the relatively high plant

closing rates found. in. the Sunbelt. These hypotheses are tested here. The

findings, show that regional variations in plant closing rates are not e1imi~

nated when new firms are eliminated form the population of all establish

ments. Further evi dence demonstrates that· branch pl ant employment is 1ess

stable in the long run than employment in single plant firms and headquarters,
..

but that Sunbelt dependency on branch plant employment does not explain high

rates of shutdown among Sun.bel t estab1i shments.

The remainder of this paper is d.ivided into four sections. The first

section reviews the theory and previous literature that hypothesizes Sunbelt

regions should have a higher proportion of employment in branches and that

branches are more susceptible to shutdown. The second section discusses the

methodology used to test the hypotheses and the third section discusses the

results. The fourth and final section draws conclusions and policy imp1ica- .

tions.
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Theory and Previous Literature 

One explanation for high establishment closing rates in the Sunbelt • 
regions is that, due to rapid economi~ ~rowth, these regions have a high 

proportion of establishments and employment in establishments that are 

young. New firms experience high rates to failure because of managerial • 
ine,tp:erience, lack of capital, inability to penetrate markets, and uncertain 

supplies of inputs. The U.S. Small Business Administration found that 53.6 

percent of all business failuresi" 1980 were firms aged 0 to 5 years old. • 
Only·18.3 percent of failures were firms aged 11 years and older (U.S. Small 

Business Admfnistration1983, 238). The same report shows that establishment 

formations are highest in the Mountain Pacffic, West South Central, and South • 
Atlantic regions and lowest in the East North Central, West North Central New 

England-and Mid-Atlantic regions (U.S. Sm~ll Business Administrat.ion 1983, 

142). Thus high closing rates in the Sunbelt may be explained by a concentra • 
tion of new firms that in the fast growth regions. 

A second explanation hypothesizes that there is a concentration ot' branch 

plants in the Su~belt; and that branch plants close at high rates. One expla • 
nation for a concentration of branch plants in the Sunbelt is the product

cycle model. The product~cycle model links the diffusion of. an innovation 

with the locational decisions of national and multinational firms. In the • 
early stage of an innovation's development production is tied to the head


quarters of the firm. Production methods are fluid at this stage of product


d~velopment, and deci sions about the manner of production and confi guration of •

the innovation must be made quickly and on a regular basis. As a consequence,


production must take place· in proximity to decision makers. The manufacturing


of a new product also requires a skilled labor force that can adapt to new •

produc~ designs arid changes in its production, and agglomeration economies to


•
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keep track	 of innovations' by competing firms and to be near producers of 

• ca pi ta1 goods.


As the innovation becomes standardized and production methods routinized,


ties to the decision makers, skilled labor force and agglomeration economies


• rel ax, and fi rms are freer to search for and. branch out to take advantage6f

.... ..,. .. ' 

lower cost production sites and new market~ (Vernon 1966) •. Withih the United 

State~ bouridaries, the lo~ wage Sunbelt with its large supplies of unskilled 

•	 'workers and its growing population has offered a disproportionate share of 

such sites (For. an.example of th·is process using the textile industry see 

HekmanI980b) •. 

•	 Aside from the standardization of many manufacturing products and the 

routinzation of their.production, the hypothesized spin off of branches to the 

low wage Sunbelt has also been made possible by changes in the industrial 

•	 organization of the United States' economy. In the process of industrial 

development, nat.t"onal cor.porati.ons swallowed up small family firms in the 

merger movement of the early· twentieth century. As part of this evolution, 

•	 companies were reorganized into a vertical division of tasks with a head 

o~ficeoYerseeing production units •. This organizational separation of tas~s 

permitted the geogr'aphicaf separation of tasks (Hymer 1972). Headquarters 

• could locate or remain in areas most sUlt~ble for. innovating, planning and 

decision making activities, leaving production activities free to locate in 

areas of the country where 'production costs were lower and markets larger. 

•	 .The spatial separation of firms' managerial functions from production func

tions was therefore made possible by the growth of the national enterprise. 

In addition to the ~outinization of the manufacturing process whlch eliminated 

•	 the need for daily managerial oversight of the production process and the 

development of the national corpo'ration; improvements in communication and 

•
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transportation, whi ch permitted contact between headquarters a,nd branches, 

al so pl ayed a part in the spi n off of branch pl ants to the Sunbelt (Thompson • 
1968; Thorngren 1970). 

According to the product-cycle and industrial development models, head

quarters or managerial functions were located in or remained in urban areas of tt .."" .... 
the Frostbelt to take'advantage of proximity to capital markets, a skilled 

labor force; and agglomeration economies. Branch plants or the "production" 

funct.ions requiring, non-skilled workers were shifted to in the Sunbeft to take • 

. advantage of low cost, non-union labor (Thompson 1968; Hymer 1972; Westaway 

1974) • 

For a number of reasons these branches are expected to have high closing • 
rates. One hypothesis is that the Sunbelt is only a way station as corpora

tions shut down domestic branches and shift their operations to even lower 

cost sites overseas. ,To meet the challenge of foreign (;:ompetition, American • 
firms began ,expanding into international markets in the decades after the 

1950's., In 'order to cut production costs and maintain or expand markets, 

nati ona1 fi rms began seeki og out low cost sites abroad for thei r own branches • 
or foreign producers who coul'd produce inputs more cheaply than they could be 

produced' by the firm. This latter phenomenon, known as "outsourcing", as well 

as the shift of American capital abroad is one explanation for plant s,hutdowns • 
at home~ The, cheap 1abor force of the South cannot compete with the cost of 

labor in Taiwan, Korea, Brazil, Hong Kong and· other Third World' countries. 

Not 'al,l branches are 'vulnerable to shutdown dtie to "outsou~cing" and • 
capital flight to third world countries. Vernon (1966, 2ti3) identifies the 

characteristics,of industries that are likely to have sought out low cost 

• production sit~s first in the low wage areas of the Sunbelt in the 1950's and 

60's, and to currently be' vacating the Sunbelt in search of lower cost produc

•
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tion sites in less developed countries~ In general these jndustries produce 

or assemble their products overseas and then reimport them for local markets ·.' 

or markets	 in other developed countries. Generally vulnerable industries ~re 

those that	 produce goods that have high value to weight ratios ~nd a high 

elasticity	 of demand •. A high value to weight ratio implies low transport• .-.,,':.0-'. 
costs asa proportion to product value. A high elasticity of demand implies 

that small differences in production costs will make large difference in the· 

•	 size of market for the product. Thus firms are motivated to search for pro

duction sites that can give them any cost advantages. In. addition, production 
.	 . 

cannot rely	 on external economies, must be highly standardized, not tied to a 

•	 natural resource, and require large inputs of low skilled labor. The.same 

characteristics describe industries particula"rly hard hit by" "outsourcing." 

It is worth noting that industries currently pas~ing irtto the phase of matura

•	 tion where production is routinized and can be separated from managerial. 

oversight, skilled labor, and agglomeration economies may now be skfpping the 

low labor cost South and instead moving directly overseas. The California 

• based comp~ter industry has been cited as an example. 

Data from·Dun and.Bradstreet indicates that the phenomenon of Southern 

b~anches controll~d by Frostbelt headquarters is significant. Birch (1979, 

45~46) found that over the period 1969 to 1976, 70 percent of the South's net 

job growth in manufacturing was controlled by Frostbelt firms. Analyzing data 

on the computer industry Hekman (1980a, 12) found that New England and the 

• 

•	 . Mid-Atlantic states were more l.ikely to be horne to headquarters than branches 

and that the South Atlantic and South Central' regions had few headquarters 

relative to the number of branches they contained. 

The product-cycle model implies. that the Sunbelt will have relatively 

high concentrations of branch plants due to the relatively low costs of its 

ie 
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factors of production. We also expect that firms producing weight gaining or


market ririented products have also situated branches in the Sunbelt to take
 • 
advantage of expanding markets. Market oriented industries are not, however,


threatened by cheap labor abroad •
. 
The product-'cycle model predicts that ,branch plants producing high value • ._ ... ..~ 

to weight ratio products, with a labor intensive routinized production process 

wi 11 be vu1nerab1e to shutdown as fi rms' "outsource" or shift production to 

even lower labor cost areas overseas. There are two additional theories that • 

hypothesize that any branch is more likely to shutdown~han is a headquarters 

or single plant establishment~ One theory is that managers of multiplant 

firms allocate capital more efficiently and rationally than managers of single • 

p1 ant fi rms and therefore are qui ck to close branch pl ants that do not yi e1 d 

sufficiently high rates of return. A second theory argues that l.arge corPora

tions are more likely to mismanage acquisitions and thus these acquisitions • 
are more likely to show a loss and be closed.


Disinvestment and plant shutdowns may occur more rea.dily in multiplant


fhan single p1a'1t firms because managers of the former have a Wider scan of
 • 
investment possibilities than managers of single plant enterprises. First,


the. entrepreneur who manages several plants can easily shift cash flows among


branches and subsidiaries. Williamson {1975, 147-148} argues that one:of the •

greatest advantages of the multidivisional firm is that within the corporation


.capita1 is allocated more efficiently than in capital markets external to the


firm. A multidivisional firm has good information about all of its branches •

and divisions and therefore can assign cash flows to high yield uses phasing


out, divesting itself of, or closing l~ss proiitab1e activities. In addition


managers of multiplant and mu1tidivisi~na1 operations have the expertise and •


•
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staff to ca,rry out a locational. search for more profitable sites or new busi

ness ventures, again phasing out low return activities. • The single plant' entrepreneur faces a more limited range of altern~tive 

investments because the cost of identifying and taking advantage of new in

vestment opportunities is relatively high. Thus owners of single plant firms • 
mar-not be aW,are o'f alternattves and therefore continue to invest in andoper

ate ventures that a multiplant firm would shut down (Cyert and March 1963; 

• Hymer 1972, 129; Storper and Walker 1984). 

In addition, single plant entrepreneurs will be more li~ely to keep a 

pl ant operati ngwhen its profits fall below those of a1ternati ve ventures 

•	 beca~se the entrepreneur draws a salary from the business and lives in, 

derives status from, and has a commitment to the community where the business 

is located. Non-economic benefits, therefore, may compensate the single plant 

•	 entrepreneur for lower rates of return (Westaway 1974, 151; Dicken 1976, 404

405; Erickson 1976; McGranahan 1982). Evidence on plant closures in 

Phi 1adel phi a support the vi ew that ,branch plants of mul ti pl ant ~nd mul ti di vi

•	 sional firms demand higher rates of return 'to operate than do single plant 

. entrepreneurs.	 Hochner ,and Zibman (1982, 204-205) found that over a ten year 

period independent firins did not close until their sales revenues failed to 

•	 ~eep pace with inflation. National corporations closed branches that had 

average sales increases that ,kept pace with inflation, and multinational' 

corporations closed branches that experienced an average growth in sales that. 

• surpassed the inflation rate. 

A second school of thought ~lso argues that branch plants are more sus

'ceptible to shutdown than single establ ishment operations. As, in the previous 

• theory, plant disinvestment and shutdowns occur where rates of return are low 

relative to the alternative investment possibilities. However, according to 

•
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this theory, the low rates of return in many plants are due to the growing 

concentration and diversification of corporations. According to this theory. • 
the merger phenomenon of the 1970s led to a new surge of "paper entrepre

neurialism" and diversion of resources from long-run prod~ction and investment 

·in capital equipment into the acquisition of other enterprises. This failure • ._.,.~. . 

to invest in research and development, new management techniques~ and modern 

technology has led to falling rates of profits in many branches and· subsi

diaries, resulti-ng ultimately in their closing (Reich 1983). Also corpora,:" • 
.tions frequently acquire activities that they have little experien~e run

ning. As a result a once highly profitable acquisition may be poorly.managed, 

become unprofitable and ultimat~ly be closed (Bluestone and Harrison 1982, • 
151-159). 

The evidence on the unstability of branch plant employment is mixed. 

Evidence from Great Britain on c·losure rates for branch plants shows- that • 
branches are not parti cul ar1y vul nerabl e to closure (Townroe '1975). 

Erickson's (1980) findings were similar•. He conducted a study of branch plant 

closings in rural Wisconsin and found that the annual closure rate among • 
branch plants between 1959 and 1977 was 3.3 perc~nt. this figure compared 

favorably with an average annual closure rate for all firms in the U.S. econo

my of 8 percent. • 

Other authors have found, however, contradi ctory res u1 ts. Bark1 ey (1978) 

found that branch plants in rural Iowa were more likely to close than locally 

. owned plants, over the period 1965-75 and Blu~stone and Harrison found that • 
corporations and cong10merate~ together were responsible for a di~propor- . 

tionate share: of job loss through plant closings in New England (1983, 34). 

Barkley's and Bluestone and Harrison's findings for New England are consistent • 

• 
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with our findings for the three manufacturing industries studfed and reported 

on here. e· 

Data and Methodology 

•	 Dun. and Bradstreet (O&B·), a credit rati ng servi ce, co 11 ects employment 

data' ·and addresses, as well as other information, on i ndi vi dual estab1 is hments 

in their Duns Market Indicators (DMI) file. Data on all establishments in 

•	 machinery manufacturing (SIC 35¢), electronic compQnent~ (SIC 367)~ and motor 

vehicles (SIC 371) were taken from the 1975, 1979, and 1982 DMI files and then 

merged to create histories of each establishment. Any establishment that 

•	 existed· in the region a prior year but not in a later year was tagged as a 

c1 osi ng. Thus the fi gures i nc11,lde estab1 i shments thatre1 ocated to si tes 

outside of the region as well as establishments that ceased operation. The 

•	 1975 to 1982 time period was selected to include one full business cycle, the 

1975-79 expansion and the 1979-82 recession. This avoids any bias in the 

results due to regional d.ifferen·ces in responses to the national business 

• cyc1 e. 

The merged data set, includes 27,014 machine tool, 14,067 electronic 

components, and 11,909 motor vehicle establishments, including branch plants, 

• headquarters and single plant establishments. Bec~use both total employment· 

and number of establishments in each of these .industries are equal to 100 

percent of employment and estab1 ishments, respectively, as reported by.the 

County Business Patterns (Howland 1983) the data reported be1aware treated as 

a popu1 at-ion rather than a sampT e. 

These three industries were selected because they represeni market ori 

•• 

•	 ented and 1east-production-cost oriented industries~ . Machine tools and motor 

vehicles are both market oriented. Machine tool production generally requires 

•
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face to face contact with the ~lient who is purchasing an' individually 

tailored machine and Motor 'Vehic1es is an high transport cost item that gener-, • 
ally locates near markets. Electronic components production tends to be 

standardized, and l~bor intensive, requiring low skilled labor. In addition 

electronics products tend to be light in weight. Therefore this industry • 
generally locates so as to minimize production costs, and we would expect this 

industry to have been particularly attracted to the Sunbelt in the last few' 

decades in order to take advantage of the Sunbe1 t' s 1abor force. At the 3-. • 
digit level of industrial detail there will be, however, exceptions within all 

three categories. This is e~pected to be particularly true for electronic 

components, 'where pa rts of thetndustry are hi gh1y i nnovati ve, requi ri ng a • 
skilled labor force and agglomeration economies. 

The thre~-digit level of disaggregation was selected to avoid"the problem 

of regional differences in plant closings occurring because of regional dif • 
ferences in the composition of industries~' For example, high closing rates in


the East North Central region could be due to this region's industrial compo


si ti on; that is hi gh c1 osi ngrates in thetroub1 ed ~uto 'i"ndustry combi ned with •

the high concentration of the auto industry in this region. High closure


rates could also be due to. high closing rates among all industri·es in this


region. •

Resu1 ts .


nur findings demonstrate that machine tool, electronic component, and • 
motor vehicle esta.bfishments in the Sunbelt are more likely to close than 

their Frostbe1t counterparts. This 'finding is consistent with those of Birch 

(l979) for all industries and all manufacturing. • 

•
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Cross regional comparisons of plant closing rates and rates of job loss 

due. to plant closings are shown in Table 1. The results indicate that closing• 
rates are greater in the Southern regions than the industrialized Northern 

economies. For example, for .the period 1975 to 1982, closing rates of machine 

• tool establishments ranged· from 6.7 to 8.4 per annum in the Frostbelt and 8.1 

to·It 6 per annum in the 'Sunbelt. The average cl osi ng rates were 10.0 in the. 

Sunbelt and only 7.0 in the Frostbelt. £mployment loss due to plant closings 

• was also higher in the Sun belt than in the Frostbe1t. For the machine tool 

industry the rate of job ~ oss due tocl osi ngs was 5.9 percent in the frostbe1 t 

'. 
and 8.4 percent in the Sunbelt•.For the three industries studied, employment 

losses due to clos·ings were greater in the Sunbelt than the. Frostbelt. 

. Are these differences explained by the concentration of newfi rms in fast 

growth regions of the country? 'The data in' Tabl e 2 show that they are not. 

• Even when firms five years and .younger are eliminated from the population of 

all establ ishments, regional variations in plant closing rates persist. 

The second hy·pothesis explains the pattern by a concentration of branch 

••! 
plants in the Sunbelt and a tendency for branch pl antemp1 oyment to be un

stabl e expl a in thi s pattern? Whi lethe evi dence i ndi cates that branch pl ants 

are more likely to close than hea~quarters, or single plant operations, there 

is no consistent pattern of Sunbelt economies being comprised of a higher 

proportion of branch plants than Frostbelt economics. 

National figures on closings, shown in Table 3, indicate that branches 

• have a higher probability of closing than do single plant operat10ns and head

quarters. Table 3 compares the probability of a closing plant being a head~' 

quarters, single plant operation, or a branch plant with the distribution of 

each type of establ ishment in the popul ation of all establ ishments~ . The 

results are presented for two recessions, 1973-75 and 1979-82, and one expan



Table 1

Annual Average Rates of
Establishment Closings by Region

1975-1982
(percentages)

East West East West
New Mid North North South ·South South

Sunbe ltdEngland Atlantic Central Central Atlantic Central Central Mountain Pacific Frostbeltc

Rate of Establishment Closingsa

Machine Tools 7.0 7.1 6.7 8.4 10.1 8.1 11.5 11.6 ·9.7 7.01 9.97

Electronic
Components· 9.7 8.8 10.3 10.5 12.4 13.3 12.9 13.1 11.6 9.61 12.06

Motor Vehi cl es 10.4 9.1 8.9 . 9.6 . 10.8 8.3 11.1 9.9 11.1 9.14 10.68

. Rate of Job loss Due to Establishment Closingsb I-'
V1
III

Machine Tools 5.9 5.6 5.9 7.0 5.8 7.2 9.7 12.0 10.0 5.85 8.39

Electronic
Components 6.4 4.4 8.1 6.7 8.6 5.4 7.5 7.3 8.7 6.15 8.13

Motor Vehicles 3.0 4.4 5.2 4.8 4.2 4.1 9.0 4.6 7.9 5.04 6.17

Source: Urban Institute Analysis of the Dun and Bradstreet data fil e.

a. (Closings frqm December 1975 to July 1982/Total num~er of regional establishments in industry in 1975}/6.5.

b. (Job loss due to closing from pecember 1975 to July 1982/Total employment in industry in 1975}/6.5~

c. Includes New England, Mid Atlantic, East North Central, West North Central.

d. Includes South Atlantft, East South Central, West South Central, Mountain, Pacific •.•,

• e· • • •• • • • • I •. •
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Table·2

Annual Average Rates
Of Establishment Closings by Region

of establishments 5 years old and older

(percentages)

East West East West
New Mid .North North South South South

'Fr~stbeltCSunbeltdEngland Atlantic Central Centra'l Atlantic Central Central Mountain .Pacific

Rate of Establishment Closingsa

Machine Tools 6.5 6.6 . 6.2 7.9 9.3 7.4 10.8 10.8 8.8 6.44 9.12

Electronic
Components 9.5 8.6 10.0 9.7 12.2 10.2 12.8 11.9 10.9 9.28 11.39

Motor Vehicles 10.1 8.3 8.4 . 8.6 8.6 6.5 . 10.2 9.2 9.9 8.52 9.27

Rate of Employment Lossb ~

U1
0'

Machine Tools 6.5 5.3 5.8 6.8 . 5.0 6.5 8.7 9.1 9.4 5.96 7.47

Electronic
Components 6.2 4.2 7.7 6.4 8.4 4.9 7.3 6.7 8.5 5.86 7.93

Motor Vehi cl es 2.9 4.4 5.2 4.5 3.9 3.8 8.7 4.4 7.5 4'.98 5.78

Source:

a. (Closings from December 1975 to July 1982/Total number of regional establishments in industry in 1975)/6.5.

b.(Job loss due to closing from December 1975 to July 1982/Total employment inindus·try in 1975)/6.5 •.

c. Includes New England, Mid Atlantic, East North Central, West North Central.. . .,
d. 'Includes South Atlantic, East South Central, West South Central, Mountain, Pacific.
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Table 4

Branch Plants and Employment in .
Branch Plants as a Proportion
of All Plants and E~ployment

1975
(percentages)

East West East West
New . Mid North North South South South

SunbeltbEngland Atlantic Central Central Atlantic Central Central Mountain Pacific Frostbel t a.

Establistvnenta

Machine Tools . , 5.9 6.9 8.1 6.0 12.9 9.6 9.6 10.9 10.9 7.4 11.7

Electronic
Components 17.1 14.8 18 •.7 19.0 23.6 30.0 18.8 18.2 15.6 16.8 17.9

Motor Vehicles 10.6' " 17.9 31.3 18.1 22.2 30.7 14.9 9.2· 13.1 25.2 16.8

Employmentb
,.....
VI

Machine Tools 20.6 29.8 29.0 12.3 ,59·.5 34.1 35.4 26.3 23.4 27.0 38.0 P-

El ectron ic
Components 50.8 63.6 41.6 54.9 64.2 54.3 49.8 67.5 42.4 53.9 48.4

Motor Vehicles 50.9 56.8 70.9 62.9 73.4 74.3 45.2 14.7 63.9 68.3 65.0

Source: Urban Institute Arialysis of the Dun and Bradstreet File.

a. Includes New England, Mid Atlantic, East North Central, West North Ceritral.

b. Inel ude's South Atlantic, East South Central, West South Central~-Mountain, Pacific.
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sion, 1975-79. The probabilities are calculated for the three industries, 

machine tools, electronic components, and motor vehicles. • 
During all phases of the cycle, single plant firms are less likely to 

close than headquarters or branches. For example, during the 1973 to 1975 

recession, 84 percent of all establishments were single plant operations, and • 
yet~s·ingle plant operations were only'82 percent of all closings.· During the 

1975-79 period 80 percent of all closings occurred in single plant firms while 

these ·firms made up 85 percent of all establishments. Headquarters close in • 
proportion tothei r popul ati ons i ze. For example, during the 1973-75 reces

sion 8 percent of all machine tool firms were headquarters. and headquarters 

compriSed 8 percent of all clos1ng~ in the machine tool industry. Branch • 
plants, on the other hand, close in greater proportions than their numbers in 

the population. For example, duri-ng the 1973-75 recession, 7 percent of all 

machi-ne tool fi rms were branches and yet branches were 12 percent of all . • 
establ ishments that closed. These numbers are consistent with the above 

theories. Branches do appear to provi del ess stable employment than headquar

ters. or single plant operations. • 
However, 1.n contrast with the implication of the models described above a 

Sunbelt dependency on branch plants does. not explain high shutdo~n rates in 

this region •. The proportions of each region's· employment in bra.nch plants for • 

the market oriented industries of machine tools and motor vehicle and the 

1east production-cost ori entedel ectroni c components industry are shown i.n 

Tabl e 4. Whil e the Sunbelt has a higher proportion o.f machi ne tool employment • 

in and machine tool establishments that are .branches than the Frostbelt, this 

is not the case for electronic components and motor vehicles. Thirty-eight 
/ 

percent of Sun belt machinatool employment is in branches, whereas only 27 • 
percent of Frostbelt employment is in branches. 

•
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.' 
However~ taking a ~loser look at the geographical breakdown of the data, 

the pattern in the machine tool industry 'does not support the hypothesis that 

the ~onc~ntration branch plants explain ~igh shutdown rates~ According to 

Table 4, the South Atl.antic region has 60 percent of all of its machine tool 

• employment in branch pl ants, a greater dependence on branch pl ant employment 

than·· in any other region. Table 1, howev.er,.shows that the South Atlantic is 

not the region of the Sunbelt with higher· than average closing rates for this 

• industry. The.highest plant closing rates are in the Pacific region (10.0 

percent annual average clo~ing rate) and the mountain region (12 percent 

annual average closing rate). These regions do not h~ve larger than average 

• proportions of their machine tool. employment in branch plants. 

For electronic components and motor vehicles the regional proportions of 

empl.oyment and establ i shments in branches are even. For el ectroni c components 

• 54 percent of all Frostbelt employment and 48 percent of Sun belt. employment is 

in branches. The compar~ble figures for motor vehicles are 68 percent for the 

Frostbelt and 65 percent for the Sunbelt~ These findings do not s~pport the 

• hypothesis that relatively high concentrations of branch plants explain high 

pl ant c1 os i ng rates in the Sunbelt. Sun bel t. economi es do not appear to be 

overly dependent on branch pl ant employment. 

• It is, however, possible that we have not fully tested the hypothesis. 

Regional differences in industry composition within the 3-digit level of 

disaggregation may mask a high shutdown rate among electronic components 

• branches in the Sunbelt. More clearly, electronic components' branch plants 

in the low wage regions of theSunbelt may be labor-intensive assembly requir

ing low skilled workers. Branch plants in this industry in the Frostbelt may 

• be conducting state-of-the-art research and development, requiring skilled 

labor and agglomeration economies. In this case it is the Sunbelt branches 

•
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•

that would be threatened by low assembly-cost possibilities overseas, and 

capital flight, not Frostbelt branches. This argument does not apply to the • major share of the machine tool or motor vehicle ind~stries, whose location 

decisions tend to be market oriented rather than production cost oriented. 

Branches located in the Sunbelt to take advantage of markets are not • 
threatened· by cheap foreign labor. 

To test this possibility, the annual average closing rates' of branch 
'. 

plants, by region, are reported in Table 5. The data show that, as expected, • 
Frostbe1t branches are as likely to close as Sunbe1t branches in the machine 

tool and· motor -vehicles industry. However, in the electronic components 

industry, Sunbe1t branches are more likely to close than are Frostbe1t branch • 
es.The annual average closing rate for branch plants in the electronic 

component industry in theFrostbe1t is 10.7 and the comparable figure for ·the 

Sunbelt is 13.3~· These regional differences are even greater when employment • 
losses due to closings are considered. Employment. losses due to branch plant 

closings in the Sunbe1t are more than twice as high as those of. the 

Frostbe1t. Over the period 1975 to 1982, an average of 13.7 percent of all • 
branch plant employees in the electronic components industry lost their jobs 

due to closings per year, while the comparable figure in the Frostbe1t was 5.6 

percent per annum. • 
Looking at rates of branch plants closing for electronic components, four 

regions stand out as having high rates of branch plant closures. They are the 

South At1antic,East South Central, West Sout.h Central and Pacific regions. • 

As expected three of these region·sare low wage areas (see Browne 1984). This 

. evidence is c6nsistent with the product-cycle hypothesis. The one exception 

is the high wage Pacific region. High branch plant shutdown rates here lend • 

support to the casual observation that California may be spinning off some of 

•
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Tab1 e 5

Annual Average Closing Rates of
Branch Plants 1975 to 1982

by Region

(percentages)

West East East West
New Mid North North South South South

SunbeltdEngland Atlantic Central Central Atlantic Central Central Mountain PacHi c Frostbe1tC

Estab1istuDent

Machine Tools 14.1 9.-73 11.0 11.9 8.75 4.3 10.9 13.1 12.4 10.5 10.1

El ectroni c
Components 10.6 11.3 10.5 9.8 10.1 6.5 15.2 8.1 ".15.4 10.7 13.3

Motor Vehicles 8.8 10.2 9.2 10.5 8.6 4.7 9.8 10.0 11.8 9.5 9.2
......

Employment (Xl

Al

Machine Tools 4.0 9.1 10.2 8.4 4.2 1.1 6.2 4.2 13.0 9.1 5.6

El ectron i c
Components 6.1 4.3 7.9 6.3 9.0 10.4 18.6 3.3 16.0 " 5.6 13.7

MotorVehi cl es .9 3.6 6.1 4.0 3.0 1.5 5.0 4.3 9.5 5.7 5.1

Source: Urban Institute Analysis of Dun and Bradstreet File.

a. (Closings .from December 1975 to July 1982/Total number of regional establishments in industry in 1975}/6.5."

b. (Job loss due to closing from Dec~mber i975 to July 1982/Tota1 employment in industry in 1975}/6.5.

c. Includes New Englan~, Mid Atlantic, East North Central, West North Central.,
d. Includes South Atlantic, East South Central, West South Central, Mountain, Pacific.
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its hi gh-techno1 ogy computer-assemb1 y operati ons now that they ha ve 'recent1 y

become routi n4 zed. Another exp1 anati on for the hi gh shutdown rates in the

Pacific region is that although California has a high average wage, they have

a sizeable population of low wage workers that have immigrated, legally and

un1ega11y from Mexico. These low wage industries ·may also be shifting over- .

seas'to countries with lower cost labor forces.

Conclusion and Policy Implications

Findings from the machine tool, electronic components and motor vehicles

industries indicate that neither the concentration of new firms in the Sunbe1t

nor the Sunbe1t region's dependency on· branch plants explain the surprisingly

high rates of plant shutdowns in this region. After eliminating firms less

than fhe years of age from the population, closing rates still remain higher

in the Sunbe1t than the FroStbe1t, and while the findings show that branch

plants are more likely to ihut down than are single plant operations or head

quarters, the con~entration of branch plants in the Sunbelt does not explain

high plant closing in this region. For "two of the industries, the proportion

of industry employment and firms in branch· plants are even in the Sunbelt and'

Frostbe1 t. . For the excepti on, the machine tool industry, the regions wi th a

disproportionate dependency on branches are not the tines with above averag~

industry closing rates.

The data are consistent with the hypothesis that shutdowns are high in

certain industries intheSunbe1t due to capi1;a1 transfer to low wage coun

tries. This phenomenon applies, however, only to a narrow category of

goods. Those that are not tied to mark~ts and produced with low skilled

workers; goods that have a high elasticity of demand, and whose productton

does not require agglomeration economies; and goods with a high value to
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weight ratio, that are standardized and produced with a routinized production

process.

T~e 3-digit SIC~classification electronic components industry, in large

part, substribes to these characteristics. Evidence from this industry shows.

disproportionately high rates of shutdowns among the branches in low wage

r~~l~ns of the United States. However, the narrowness of these characteris

tics suggests that, while important for some lndustries, capital transfer to

Third World Countries doe~ not explain the aggregate pattern of high plant

.closing rates among. Sun belt establ ishments.

One clear implication of regional pattern of plant shutdow~s is that

. relatively high tax rates, high labor costs, high energy costs, and a union

ized labor force are not driving Northern establishments out of business.

Once in place firms and branch plants do not readily close in response to

r~gional differences in f~ctor price lev~ls and changes. This stability may

be explained by·firms' ability to substitute among inputs, replacing for

example labor with capital, or it may· be explained by the importance of com

munity ties to entrepreneurs. In either case, the permanence of capital

investments puts a break on regional. economic decline. One policy implication

is that state and local policy makers need not fear large scale disinvestment

in response to changes in taxes, utility rates, negotiated wage increases by

labor, and increased unio.nization of the labor force. 3

The findings also suggest a number of other implications for policy

makers. First, since branches appear to provjde the least stable long run

employment, whereas single plant operations provide the most stable long run

3 These changes in·the cost of doing business may, however, deter new
businesses from entering the region.
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employment opportunities, economic development officials should adjust their 

development pro'grams to favor local entrepreneurship. Incentives should be • more generous for local entrepreneurs than for headquarters, and more generous 

for headquarters than branch plants. 

Secondly localities offering low labor costs as their primary incentive • 
should view the attraction of branches as a short run strategy. Localities 

producing prod'ucts with 'the characteristics outlined above' will be especially 

vulnerable to plant closings as their labor force fails to c.ompete in the • 
longer run with low wages abroad. Finally, the failure to adequately explain 

observed patterns of regional disinvestment. suggests, that further work is 

needed to explain plant closings, an important component of regional as well • 
as national economic change. 
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